Possible Topics in Political/Social Localism:

Permaculture:
A type of farming that strives to replicate natural cycles in the environment for the goal of creating a sustainable farm that ideally can eventually produce food year after year without the intervention of humans. This is achieved through growing native crops, organizing the farm in a natural way, using livestock to graze crops, etc.

Environmental Localism:
The idea that the production and consumption of resources should take place in closed/local circle to preserve nutrients in the land and recycle resources to create a sustainable cycle.

Nativism:
The inadvertent animosity of local people towards immigrants and foreign people coming to their country or community.

Agrarianism:
A social philosophy that values a rural, subsistence farming lifestyle over an urban or more modern lifestyle, with the purpose being to preserve certain social/personal values and a simple way of life.

Urban Gardens:

Slow Food Movement:
The broad idea of using natural, seasonal, locally-sources food instead of consuming mass-manufactured or mass-farmed products from big corporations. This includes movements like farm-to-table, local farming, community gardens, etc.

Archive:
- Many sources
- Reliable info
- Not already interpreted
- Does information fit with the question I’m asking?

Interpretive